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My interests:

LHC phenomenology

MC event generators

Perturbative QCD and higher order corrections applied to 
collider physics

Matching and merging fixed order (NLO) calculations to 
parton showers

aMC@NLO
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NLO + Parton shower

NLO:
Reduced theoretical uncertainties due to meaningful scale 
dependence
Proper estimate of the PDF uncertainties
Description of pure higher order effects
(like ttbar Forward-Backward asymmetry)

Parton shower:
Resums logarithms: excellent descriptions when partons are 
close in phase-space
Proper exclusive description of events: can include hadronization
Events can be passed through detector simulation

Combine the two approaches: NLO+PS
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Matching NLO to PS:
double counting

There is double counting between the real emission matrix 
elements and the parton shower: the extra radiation can come 
from the matrix elements or the parton shower

There is also an overlap between the virtual corrections and the 
Sudakov suppression in the zero-emission probability
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Parton shower

...

...Born+Virtual:

Real emission:
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MC@NLO procedure
Parton shower

...

...Born+Virtual:

Real emission:

Double counting is explicitly removed by including the 
“Monte Carlo subtraction terms”
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aMC@NLO

aMC@NLO (“automatic MC@NLO”) is a tool that we have 
been developing over the last couple of years

It can generate any SM process at NLO accuracy, including 
the MC subtraction terms, in a completely automatic way

It’s build upon the madgraph5 framework and uses the same 
syntax as the original leading order code

Became publicly available YESTERDAY!

                                http://amcatnlo.cern.ch
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aMC@NLO: quick guide
Open the madgraph python shell:
  $ ./bin/mg5

From the shell generated the requested process:
  MG5> generate p p > e+ e- mu+ mu- [QCD]
(the tag “[QCD]” means: do NLO corrections). This generates the 
process internally in the code

Output the process and write it to disk:
  aMC@NLO> output my_NLO_eemumu_process

And launch the event generation:
  aMC@NLO> launch

And wait for the code to generate the NLO events
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s~ s > e+ e- mu+ mu- [ tree= QCD ] WEIGHTED=18 page 4/7

Diagrams made by MadGraph5
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Four-lepton production

4-lepton invariant mass is almost insensitive to parton shower effects. 
4-lepton transverse moment is extremely sensitive

Including scale uncertainties
8

Figure 1: Four-lepton invariant mass (left panel) and transverse momentum (right panel), as pre-
dicted by aMC@NLO(solid black), aMC@LO(solid blue), and at the (parton-level) NLO (dashed
red) and LO (dashed magenta). The middle insets show the aMC@NLO scale (dashed red) and
PDF (black solid) fractional uncertainties, and the lower insets the ratio of the two leptonic channels,
eq. (3.5). See the text for details.

These have very different behaviours w.r.t. the extra radiation provided by the parton

shower, with the former being (almost) completely insensitive to it, and the latter (almost)

maximally sensitive to it. In fact, the predictions for the invariant mass are basically

independent of the shower, with NLO (LO) being equal to aMC@NLO (aMC@LO) over

the whole range considered. The NLO corrections amount largely to an overall rescaling,

with a very minimal tendency to harden the spectrum. The four-lepton pT , on the other

hand, is a well known example of an observable whose distribution at the parton-level LO

is a delta function (in this case, at pT = 0). Radiation, be it through either showering or

hard emission provided by real matrix elements in the NLO computation, fills the phase

space with radically different characteristics, aMC@LO being meaningful at small pT and

NLO parton level at large pT – aMC@NLO correctly interpolates between the two. The

different behaviours under extra radiation of the two observables shown in fig. 1 is reflected

in the scale uncertainty: while in the case of the invariant mass the band becomes very

marginally wider towards large M(e+e−µ+µ−) values, the corresponding effect is dramatic

in the case of the transverse momentum. This is easy to understand from the purely

perturbative point of view, and is due to the fact that, in spite of being O(αS) for any

pT > 0, the transverse momentum in this range is effectively an LO observable (the NLO

effects being confined to pT = 0). The matching with shower blurs this picture, and in

particular it gives rise to the counterintuitive result where the scale dependence increases,

rather than decreasing, when moving towards large pT [18]. Finally, the lower insets of

fig. 1 display the ratio defined in eq. (3.5) which, in agreement with the results of table 2,

is equal to one half in the whole kinematic ranges considered. The only exception is the

small invariant mass region, where off-resonance effects become relevant.

– 13 –
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What is still work in 
progress...

aMC@NLO for BSM processes (in particular the ones that 
need new UV counterterms)

aMC@NLO for QED or EW corrections

aMC@NLO for processes with intermediate colored resonances

aMC@NLO for merging different multiplicities at NLO
     ... but we do have some results here ...
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FxFx merging at NLO: 
Higgs production

Transverse momentum of the Higgs and of the 1st jet. 
Agreement with H+0j at MC@NLO and H+1j at MC@NLO in their respective 
regions of phase-space; Smooth matching in between; Small dependence on 
matching scale
Alpgen (LO code) shows larger dependence on matching scale
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Figure 3: As in fig. 1, with Sudakov reweighting.

the lower insets of fig. 2). On the one hand, this overestimates the systematics, since the

contributions due to scales close to the end-points of the merging range are less important

(in the effective average performed by the smooth D function) than those at its center. On

the other hand, this is not equivalent to assessing the effect of changing the position and

width of the merging range, which should probably also be done. In any case, these appear

to be pretty minor issues, given that the theoretical systematics associated with merging

cannot be given a precise statistical meaning, and some degree of arbitrariness is always

present.

We now study the effect of the Sudakov reweighting, following the procedure described

in sect. 2.2.3. We start by considering again the N = 1 case, which we generate with a

sharp D function, and the three values µQ = 30, 50, and 70 GeV already employed. In

fig. 3 we plot the same observables as in fig. 1 and 2; a few more jet-related observables are
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FxFx merging at NLO: 
Higgs production

Differential jet rates for 1->0 and 2->1
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Figure 4: As in fig. 3, for the pseudorapidity of the hardest jet (upper left), the pseudorapidity
(upper right) and pT (lower left) of the second-hardest jet, and d2 (lower right). In the case of
η(jk), we have imposed a pT (jk)>30 GeV cut.

displayed in figs. 4 and 5. In all these figures, the main frame presents the µQ = 50 GeV

results, our “central” predictions henceforth. The histograms in the lower insets are the

ratios of the Sudakov-reweighted µQ = 30 GeV and 70 GeV results over the central ones

(in other words, there are no merged predictions in these plots that do not include the

Sudakov reweighting). Also shown there are the ratios computed using Alpgen in the

numerator, over the central NLO-merged results.

The comparison of fig. 3 with figs. 1 and 2 shows that the Sudakov reweighting on top

of a sharp D function is as effective as the use of a smooth D function (without Sudakov

reweighting) in removing the kinks. There are quite small residual wiggles11, which may be

11These can be eliminated with a smooth D function (plus Sudakov reweighting). We did not test this
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FxFx merging at NLO: 
Higgs production

Differential jet rates
Matching up to 2 jets at NLO
Results very much consistent with matching up to 1 jet at NLO
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Figure 6: As in fig. 3, with N = 2.

to disappear, and the merging-parameter dependence reduced, when pcut
T

becomes large.

We finally turn to discussing the case of the N = 2, sharp-D function, Sudakov-

reweighted merging; that is, we increase the largest multiplicity by one unit w.r.t. what

was done before. The settings are the same as in the N = 1 case, and figs. 6, 7, and 8 are

the analogues of figs. 3, 4, and 5 respectively (with the exception of one panel in fig. 8).

The numerators of the ratios that appear in the upper insets are the same as before for

the H + 0j and H + 1j cases; that for H + 2j is obviously specific to N = 2. In the lower

insets, together with the ratios that allow one to assess the merging systematics, we have

plotted (as histograms overlaid with open circles) the ratios of the N = 1 results over the

N = 2 ones, both for µQ = 50 GeV. We have also recomputed the Alpgen predictions, by

adding the H + 3 parton sample, for consistency with N = 2. The corresponding results

will not be shown in the plots, since these are already quite busy, and there is no difference
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Figure 7: As in fig. 4, with N = 2.

at all in the patterns discussed above, except in a very few cases which we shall comment

upon when appropriate.

The common feature of all but one of the observables presented in figs. 6–8 is that

they are extremely close, in both shape and normalization, to their N = 1 counterparts

of figs. 3–5. This is highly non-trivial, since the individual i-parton contributions are

different in the two cases. The exception is the pseudorapidity of the second-hardest jet

(upper right panel of fig. 7), which the inclusion of the 2-parton sample turns into a more

central distribution, as anticipated in the discussion relevant to fig. 4, and brings it very

close to the Alpgen result obtained with the same µQ.

The small impact of the increase of the largest multiplicity is also generally in agree-

ment with what is found in Alpgen, where the inclusion of the H +3 parton contribution

changes the fully-inclusive rate by +0.3%. The effects on differential observables are also

– 27 –
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Conclusions

I’ve been working on the aMC@NLO project for the last 
couple of years.

We’ve come a long way: the first version of the code is 
publicly available and easy to use

Still some improvements, additions, optimization, etc to do...

... but definitely ready to be used
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Collider Cross Talk

Collider Cross Talks are informal (mostly blackboard) joined 
theory and experimental talks and discussion sessions

I just joined the Collider Cross Talk team (taking over from Jan 
Winter)

If you have a topic that could be interesting for collider 
phenomenologists and/or our experimental colleagues from 
ATLAS, CMS, LHCb or ALICE, let me (or Nazila) know and 
we can try to schedule a talk
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